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Since TCL group merged with TCL communications through stock-stock 
exchange and listed on the Shenzhen Stock Exchange, the issue of integrated listing 
has attracted great attentions from both the scholars and the market. Therefore, it is 
vitally important and necessary to theoretically analyze the incentives of integrated 
listing why State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission of the 
State Council, Securities Regulatory Commission, local governments and the 
Controlling Stockholders all together push forward integrated listing and to do 
empirical research to check whether the influences that integrated listing is supposed 
to bring are achieved. Due to the majority status of the State-Owned Controlling 
listing corporations among all the listing corporations and the distinctions of their 
corporate governance, the research will be carried out from this very perspective in 
this thesis.  
We start from the impact on integrated listing of the reform of non-tradable 
stockholder structure, which is the very institutional background. Then we will show 
that why integrated listing can facilitate industrial integration and improve corporate 
governance; then the incentives of several participating parties will be analyzed. 
On the basis of theoretical analysis, we employ the method of representative case 
study to compare the difference between the amounts of related-party transactions 
before and after integrated listing; then we use the method of event study to test the 
stock price responses to the announcements of the draft schemes of integrated listing 
in which significantly positive Cumulative Abnormal Return is found; and the 
relationship between Cumulative Abnormal Return and the change of earnings per 
share is found to be significantly positive 
Finally we discuss the problems probably embedded in the procedure of 
integrated listing such as tunneling and insiders’ transaction and the issues of 
state-owned share monopoly after integrated listing and make some public policy 















controlling shareholders and upswing of the Employee Stock Ownership Plans. 
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市仍是这一阶段的主流。2001 年 3 月，证券发行的主承销商推荐及核准制开始
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